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Go back!
“Go back to where you came from” had another airing this past 
month (July). No, not the Logie Award-winning Australian television 
series broadcast on SBS. Remember the series? Six Australians 
explore the lives and historical struggles of refugees by tracing, in 
reverse, the journey that refugees take to reach Australia. On its 
premiere night, Go Back To Where You Came From became the 
number one trending topic on Twitter worldwide.
The social networking service lit up again when United States 
President Donald Trump used the phrase in a tweet about a group 
of Democratic congresswomen. Criticism, rightly, followed.
“Go back to where you came from” worked as a documentary title 
and as a microblogging tirade because it is, at best, controversial. 
But I use the phrase here to describe what you have decided to do 
this weekend. Note the words “you have decided.” Going back to 
Avondale is your call. And for some, it’s a big call.
Going back can be intimidating. “Who will I know?” “Will I feel 
welcome?” “How will I fit in?” You’ll probably hear stories of 
courage, endurance and adaptation. Celebrate the success. But 
you’ll also hear stories of disillusionment, dislocation and of the 
need for tolerance, compassion and trust. Listen and learn. I hope 
you’ll leave Homecoming with a strong sense of reconnection.
Seventh-day Adventist pioneer Ellen White reminds us of our 
call to connect in a book giving biblical principles of Christian 
education. Her message (simplified and paraphrased): God’s given 
you the power to think and do, so explore and engage. I’ll ask 
you on Saturday to join a journey through giving with Avondale by 
donating to Think&Do.
You’ll be helping us complete refurbishment of a contemporary 
hub for new and prospective students. Now home to admissions, 
the academic office and student finance, with reception and the 
business office sharing the space, too, the Student Administration 
Services Building is a one-stop-shop for our most important clients. 
Thank you, in advance, for your role in making this building look its 
best, presenting a clean and modern welcome feel. 
Students will find their experience more pleasant 
and productive.
We hope they’ll make the same decision you 
have at their Homecoming, to go back.
> Brenton Stacey, Public Relations Officer,
Avondale College of Higher Education
Registration
4-7 pm, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Dinner
5.15-6.15 pm, Cafeteria (Lake Macquarie campus)
$20 or prepaid.
Opening Reception
7 pm, Ella Hughes Chapel
Features: Devotional by Prof Ray Roennfeldt, President, 
Avondale College of Higher Education; live music from 
alumni Ali and Leighton Heise; and light refreshments. 
Host: Avondale Alumni.
Registration
9-11 am, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Sabbath School
CHAPEL CLASS
9.30 am, Dean’s Room, Andre Hall
Adult Bible Study Guide study and mission focus. 
15 seats.
CHILDREN’S MINISTRIES
9.30 am, Children’s Courtyard, 
Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Beginners (0-3 years), Kindergarten (3 years-Kindergarten), 
Primary (Years 1-3) and Junior (Years 4-6).
COLLECTIVE YOUTH
9.30 am, Cafe Rejuve
PARENTS OF YOUNG CHILDREN
9.30 am, Children’s Courtyard, 
Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
TEENS
9.30 am, Ella Hughes Chapel
W109
9.30 am, W109, Ellen G White Memorial Building
In-depth Bible study. 20 seats.
 
E14
9.40 am, Education Hall, Education Building
Lively discussion of the Adult Bible Study Guide in which 
ideas can be aired and questions asked freely. Host: Dr 
Howard Fisher, Former Dean, Faculty of Arts, Avondale 
College of Higher Education. Bible study: Dr Norman 
Young, Conjoint Associate Professor, Avondale College of 
Higher Education. 100 seats.
Editor: Brenton Stacey, brenton.stacey@avondale.edu.au, +61 2 4980 2251
Contributors: Rachel Humphries 
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Cover photograph: Students from 2008 at their honour year reunion as part of Avondale Alumni’s Homecoming 2018. Credit: Colin Chuang.
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Worship Service
11 am, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Features: Sermon (“À Table”) by Professor Daniel 
Reynaud, Professor of History, School of Humanities and 
Creative Arts, Avondale College of Higher Education; 
Avondale Singers and Avondale Symphony Orchestra. 
Includes: Presentation of the Alumna, Alumnus and 
Young Alumnus of the Year awards and citations for all 
Homecoming honour years. Hosts: Avondale Alumni; 
Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church; and 
Avondale Conservatorium.
Lunch
12.30-2.30 pm, Cafeteria (Lake Macquarie campus)
$25 or prepaid.
Class of 1969 Honour Year Reunion
12.30 pm, Ella Hughes Chapel
Open to all 1960s alumni. Includes: Lunch. $25 or prepaid. 
Host: Helen Schulz (1969).
Class of 1949 Honour Year Reunion
2.30 pm, 43/22 Alton Rd, Cooranbong
Open to all 1940s alumni. Includes: Afternoon tea. 
Host: Moira Irvine (1949).
Class of 1959 Honour Year Reunion
2.30 pm, Main Room, Kressville Activities Centre, 
Avondale Lifestyle Community 
(Cnr Freemans Dr and Central Rd, Cooranbong)
Open to all 1950s alumni. Includes: Afternoon tea. 
Host: Pr Harold Harker (1959).
Class of 1979 Honour Year Reunion
2.30 pm, College Hall
Open to all 1970s alumni. Includes: Afternoon tea. 
Host: Professor Daniel Reynaud (1979).
Class of 1989 Honour Year Reunion
2.30 pm, Cafe Rejuve then Rotunda, Avondale Libraries
Open to all 1980s alumni. Includes: Afternoon tea. 
Host: Sonja Lawson (1989).
Class of 1999 Honour Year Reunion
2.30 pm, Cafe Rejuve
Open to all 1990s alumni. Includes: Afternoon tea. 
Host: Jane Hill (1999).
Class of 2009 Honour Year Reunion
2.30 pm, Cafe Rejuve
Open to all 2000s alumni. Includes: Afternoon tea.
Dinner
5.15-6.15 pm, Cafeteria (Lake Macquarie campus)
$20 or prepaid.
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Concert: Hymns and Songs of Praise
7 pm, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Celebrate the Christian tradition of hymn and song 
singing. Performing: The 50-piece Institute of Worship 
Orchestra. Featuring: Vocal ensemble Ardentsound; 
soloists Aiden Carey (St Andrew’s Cathedral School), 
David Fuentes and Marian Moroney; piano duetists 
Dr Lyell Heise (1969) and Valmai Hill (Institute of 
Worship); and a choose-your-favourite-hymn segment. 
Also featuring: Guest conductors Aleta King (Director, 
Avondale Conservatorium); Ray Lecciones (Conductor, 
Perth Adventist Orchestra) and Benjamin Milis (Music 
teacher, St Andrew’s Cathedral School). Presented by 
the Institute of Worship at Avondale College of Higher 
Education. $25 (Single), $30 (Double), $50 (Family—Two 
adults and any number of children aged 17 years and 
under) or prepaid.
Prof Daniel Reynaud
Daniel Reynaud is Professor of 
History in the School of Humanities 
and Creative Arts at Avondale 
College of Higher Education. His 
research interests lie in challenging 
aspects of Anzac mythology, 
especially in cinema and on 
religion, where the notion of the Anzacs’ secularity has 
reached dogmatic proportions. He is author of Anzac 
Spirituality, The Man the Anzacs Revered: William 
“Fighting Mac” McKenzie and Celluloid Anzacs. And he 
has written, and appeared in, documentaries about the 
Anzacs and religion. Daniel worked with the National 
Film and Sound Archive in the recovery and partial 
reconstruction of several silent films, including The Hero of 
the Dardanelles (1915), Australia’s first Gallipoli movie. He 
has co-authored a musical and recorded three albums of 
original music.
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Wanted at the 2020 ReConnect  
Homecoming 2020 will include a special ReConnect. Did 
you study for the Bachelor of Arts (Theology) degree or the 
Bible Instructor course or take biblical subjects at Avondale 
in the 1960s and on into the 1970s? Have you been or are 
you a partner of such a person? ReConnect is for you. 
Plan now to attend the informal and fun 2020 ReConnect.
Mark the date, Sunday, August 23, 2020.
Register your interest today by:  
• Providing your contact information at the registration 
desk so we can keep you informed as we progress plans 
for a 2020 ReConnect.
• Helping spread the word to friends and former 
classmates. We want to contact and personally invite 
as many as possible. Help make the 2020 ReConnect a 
great success.
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Worship service
Prelude  Stephen Aveling-Rowe, organ
Choral Prelude “The Power of the Cross” Avondale Singers
 (Keith Getty and Avondale Symphony Orchestra
 Stuart Townend arr. Mark Hayes) Aleta King, conductor
Welcome  Pr Nimrod Maua
 Lead Visionary, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church 
Congregational Songs “Guide Me O Thou Great Jehovah” Avondale Singers
 (William Williams and Avondale Symphony Orchestra
 John Hughes arr. Marty Parks) Ben Milis, song leader
 
 “Shout to the Lord” (Darlene Zschech arr. Lloyd Larson)
Roll Call and Citations Elaine Fletcher (1949), Beverley Currie (1959),
 Michael Robertson on behalf of Dr Douglas and Angela Robertson (1969),
 Ronald Day (1979), Sherry Knopper-Kelemen on behalf of Pr Peter Knopper (1979),
 Dr Carolyn Rickett (1989) and Anne Thorneycroft (1999), recipients
 Moira Irvine (1949), Pr Harold Harker (1959), Helen Schulz (1969),
 Prof Daniel Reynaud (1979), Sonya Lawson (1989) and Jane Hill (1999), presenters
  Brenton Stacey, reader
Special Music “The Ground” Avondale Singers
 (Ola Gjeilo) Avondale Symphony Orchestra
Awards Tahlia Freeman, Ruth Webster (1969) and Dr Lyell Heise (1969), recipients
  Prof Ray Roennfeldt, presenter
  Brenton Stacey, reader
Offering Think&Do Brenton Stacey and Prof Ray Roennfeldt
Offertory  Dr Lyell Heise (1969) and Valmai Hill, piano
Congregational Song “Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus” Avondale Singers
 (Helen H Lemmel) Avondale Symphony Orchestra
  Dr Sohyun Eastham, violin
  Ben Milis, song leader
Prayer  Vhonda Copertino
Sermon “À Table” Prof Daniel Reynaud (1979)
 Professor of History, School of Humanities and Creative Arts
 Avondale College of Higher Education
Congregational Song “Amazing Grace (My Chains Are Gone)” Avondale Singers
 (John Newton Avondale Symphony Orchestra
 arr. Chris Tomlin Dr Lyell Hesie (1969), conductor
 and Tom Fettke) Ben Milis, song leader
Benediction  Prof Daniel Reynaud (1979)
Postlude  Stephen Aveling-Rowe, organ
Program Homecoming
1949
2009
1989
1969
Arts REFLECTIONS
To find out more about our face-to-face 
and distance education courses or to 
apply online, visit avondale.edu.au 
phone +61 2 4980 2377 or 
email study@avondale.edu.au
Avondale College Ltd trading as Avondale College of Higher Education
CRICOS Provider No: 02731D  |  TEQSA: PRV12015  |  ABN: 53 108 186 401
WHY NOT STAY?
WELCOME BACK
TO AVONDALE...
Have you considered furthering your studies?  
Start a postgraduate degree at Avondale in 2020.
|  Enrich your qualifications
|  Change your career
|  Make a difference
|  Study on campus or via distance education
POSTGRADUATE COURSES
COURSE WORK
|  Graduate Certificate in Educational Studies
|  Graduate Certificate in Leadership and Management
|  Graduate Certificate in Lifestyle Medicine
|  Graduate Diploma in Counselling
|  Graduate Diploma in Lifestyle Medicine
|  Graduate Diploma of Leadership and Management
|  Graduate Diploma of Ministry and Theology
|  Master of Arts
|  Master of Education
|  Master of Leadership and Management
|  Master of Nursing
|  Master of Teaching (Primary)*
|  Master of Teaching (Secondary)*
RESEARCH
|  Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
|  Master of Philosophy
Make the change you need in a space you already 
know and love. 
*CSP available - A Commonwealth Supported Place (CSP)  
is a place at a university or higher education provider where  
the government pays part of your fees. This part is a subsidy,  
not a loan, and you don’t have to pay it back.
Awards Homecoming
From an early age, Lyell Heise experienced the 
capacity to make and respond to music and 
witnessed in his family a strong commitment 
to Christianity. Combining the arts with an 
expression of faith has since defined a career 
in evangelism, chaplaincy, pastoral leadership, 
institutional leadership and ministerial and 
theological education. The highlights: pastoring 
churches on the campuses of tertiary education 
institutions and establishing and directing an 
Institute of Worship for the past 15 years.
As a Women in Ministry trustee, Heise has also 
raised $750,000 for women in Seventh-day 
Adventist pastoral ministry across the South 
Pacific. Placements, professional development 
and leadership pathways have followed. 
Inclusivity is an important value to Heise. “If the 
best ideas create division, I don’t think they’re 
the best ideas.” Others are a commitment to 
excellence “without becoming too draconian 
as a leader” and to mentoring. “If I don’t have 
an apprentice nearby in any ministry action 
or project, I’m only feeding my ego and not 
advancing the cause of the kingdom.”
His advice to those beginning their journey in 
ministry: “Remember that church community 
and witness is a multigenerational and 
multicultural commitment and challenge. 
Nurture those coming before and after you.”
Avondale has been Heise’s home for about 30 
years. He describes it as a “potent ministry and 
leadership development centre” for the church 
in the South Pacific.
Avondale Alumni honours Dr Lyell Heise for 
mentoring musicians and women in ministry 
and for using the arts to inform and adorn his 
ministry.—Brenton Stacey
Lyell Heise
Ruth Webster describes her Seventh-day 
Adventist education as a major contributor 
to a worldview “where respect, justice and 
a service mentality prevail.” The “realist not 
idealist” completed her secondary studies at 
church high schools in Hawthorn and Lilydale 
and then three degrees in as many decades at 
Avondale—the last while juggling the demands 
of home and work. Her employer at the time, 
Avondale School, would over more than 25 
years provide opportunities in administration 
and teaching. Webster retired as Assistant 
Head of Primary.
Her message to new teachers is to show a 
genuine interest in each child “but remember 
you’re their teacher, not their buddy” and 
“expect to work harder in your first year than 
you ever thought possible.”
After a career in schools, Webster continues 
to serve in key children’s roles, notably at 
Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist 
Church. “Seeing the world through the eyes 
of children is refreshing,” she says, adding: “It’s 
important for them to experience love and care 
from those outside their immediate family.”
Ruth and husband David raised three children, 
two of who were born in Papua New Guinea 
where the couple served at Kambubu High 
School. David became a physicist and joined 
the science faculty at Avondale. After he 
sustained a head injury, Ruth assumed greater 
family responsibilities. “In God’s strength you 
discover an inner strength you didn’t know you 
had,” she says.
Avondale Alumni honours Ruth Webster 
for her lifetime of ministry to children and 
church.—Brenton Stacey
Ruth Webster
A mission trip to Atoifi Adventist Hospital 
would prove to be a valuable experience for 
Tahlia Freeman. The 2013 alumna remembers 
sharing in the lives of those who worked at 
the Malaita, Solomon Islands-based hospital, 
learning about different cultures and practices 
and partnering in praising Jesus. “Avondale 
taught the importance of not only physical care 
but also social, emotional and spiritual care. 
This is something for which I always aim and 
that has greatly assisted in caring for critically 
sick patients and their families.”
Tahlia received direct entry into the intensive 
care unit of the Royal North Shore Hospital 
as a graduate nurse. She is now a clinical 
nurse specialist after completing a graduate 
certificate at the University of Technology 
Sydney. But the training continues, albeit in 
a new field—Tahlia is a diploma student at 
theological training seminary Moore College. 
“I see theological education as a lifelong 
discipline as my husband [who is training to be 
a pastor] and I enter a life of ministry.”
The Freemans are active in their local church, 
leading programs for and serving as mentors 
to young adults. They also lead a large team as 
directors of a camp in the July school holidays 
each year that teaches 250 young adults “the 
truth of the gospel and encourages them to 
live it out in their lives.”
A keen sportswoman, Tahlia will soon have 
another passion demanding an investment 
of time and talent. She is about to become a 
mother.
Avondale Alumni honours Tahlia Freeman for 
demonstrating wholistic care in her professional 
and personal life.—Brenton Stacey
Tahlia Freeman
2008
Young Alumnus Alumna
of the Year
Alumnus
of the Yearof the Year
Elaine Fletcher thanks her parents for giving 
her the opportunity they never had—to study 
at the Australasian Missionary College. She 
describes the experience as “a maturing and 
the opening of a door to a wider world. The 
lecturers of the day did give us a greater vision 
of world needs.” The friendships she made 
included a husband of 57 years, evangelist Pr 
Austin Fletcher.
The Lady Bible Workers Course proved a good 
preparation for life as a minister’s wife. The 
Fletchers served the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa 
and at Avondale. Elaine knew marrying “not a 
minister but a man who is a minister” would 
mean a “busy, often lonely” life. “Our aim in 
ministry was to do a faithful work whether in 
city or country, large or small.”
Amid the unsettledness and the raising of four 
children, Fletcher would parlay her love of 
reading into the publication by the Review and 
Herald of two books. Elisha the Miracle Prophet 
preceded Farel the Firebrand, a biography of 
French–Swiss Reformation evangelist William 
Farel. She also wrote a chapter on public 
evangelism for a book about the history of the 
church in the South Pacific. Bookcases have 
now replaced Fletcher’s looms and yarns—
hand weaving is a former hobby.
Sharing with Austin a love of the Scriptures no 
doubt helped Elaine become the New South 
Wales champion in a Bible Society quiz. “I have 
the plaque. The runner-up was happy to use 
the two travel tickets.”
The class of 1949 honours Elaine Fletcher 
for her commitment to the lifelong call of 
ministry.—Brenton Stacey
Citations Homecoming
ELAINE FLETCHER
Beverley Currie had from a young age a 
“burning desire” to be a teacher. At 17, she 
became a junior teacher, completing Avondale 
units by correspondence while working at 
Moonah Adventist School in Tasmania. She 
would become principal of five schools over 
a career that included public and private 
experience in rural, urban and mission field 
settings. Retirement came after a 13-year 
stint at Wahroonga Adventist Primary School, 
where she continues to offer casual relief.
Born in Lismore, Currie travelled by boat to 
Tasmania with her family in October 1940, 
traversing waters in which were Japanese 
mines. They settled in the Huon Valley, her 
father serving in the army before reverting 
to farming. “I remember the food ration 
books and the neighbourly exchange of 
these rare excess coupons,” she says. Currie 
also remembers “having to pull our weight 
with the work.” Perhaps this left a lasting 
impression because “I have always been a 
believer in finishing a task. . . . If you believe 
you can achieve a goal, even if it at first seems 
impossible, stick with it.”
Meeting at Avondale and marrying ministerial 
husband Alex would eventually lead to the 
raising of four sons—three are serving in CEO 
capacities and one runs his own business. 
Over a lifetime in the classroom and in the 
church, Currie has seen the power of God 
change people’s lives. Seeing the satisfaction 
that comes from an understanding that Jesus 
personally cares is an “awesome feeling.”
The class of 1959 honours Beverley Currie 
for her commitment to the ministry of 
teaching.—Brenton Stacey
Beverley Currie
After a career in churches, classrooms and 
finance and administration offices across three 
countries, Douglas and Angela Robertson are 
clear about one thing: all people, regardless 
of background, are loved by God. “The future 
of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in the 
South Pacific rests firmly in its ability to intra-
culturally translate the gospel into meaningful, 
practical, life-changing ways,” says Doug.
He put this ideal into practice over 14 years 
in Papua New Guinea, during which time 
exponential church growth placed enormous 
stress on resources. Doug helped organise 
training centres to equip lay leaders in the 
basics of pastoral leadership, “which helped 
hold their congregations together.” He also 
wrote a book in pidgin English still in use 
today. A Queen’s Independence Service Medal 
recognised his service to country. Doug retired 
after 14 years as a senior lecturer at Newbold 
and Avondale Colleges.
Angela used her teaching skills and 
financial experience to mentor bursars into 
leadership roles. A former bursar at Avondale 
School, senior accountant at Newbold and 
chief financial officer for the Adventist 
Development and Relief Agency Australia, 
she retired after 12 years as business manager 
for Adventist schools in northern New South 
Wales. Along the way came recognition as 
Fellow of both the Institutes of Public and 
Financial Accountants. “There is a positive 
role for professional women to play in the 
church and I hope this will be more widely 
recognised,” she says.
The class of 1969 honours Pr Douglas and 
Angela Robertson for a lifetime of leadership 
development.—Brenton Stacey
Ang & Doug Robertson
196919591949
A call from a high school mentor started Ronald 
Day thinking about Avondale. Encouragement 
from Hawthorn Adventist High School friends 
who were already attending and the availability 
of government-funded support confirmed his 
decision to enrol. “I liked the idea of teaching 
rather than practicing accounting.” He also 
liked the semi-independence to “determine 
my life direction.”
 
That became clearer after graduation, with 
Ron beginning his teaching career at Carmel 
College in Western Australia before a return—
this time as lecturer—to the Business Studies 
Department at Avondale. A 13-year tenure 
in the business school at The University of 
Newcastle followed. Ron would move into 
postgraduate accounting roles as a lecturer 
at Macquarie University and, since 2007, as 
a senior lecturer at The University of Sydney. 
He managed the accreditation of programs 
with the peak professional accounting bodies 
(CPA Australia, CA ANZ and ACCA) at both 
institutions.
Ron is a recipient of a Vice-Chancellor’s 
Excellence in Education award from Macquarie, 
a Fellow of CPA Australia and a recipient of 
its New South Wales President’s Award for 
Excellence.
Happiness, hard work, honesty and collegiality 
are important to Ron, who also values taking an 
interest in the success of his students. Travel is 
a hobby, as is cycling and walking. One of life’s 
most memorable experiences? Completing his 
first ultramarathon along the Six Foot Track 
from Katoomba to Jenolan Caves.
 
The class of 1979 honours Ronald Day for his 
professional excellence.—Rachel Humphries
RONald DAY
Peter Knopper heard God’s voice call him 
to ministry and wanted to be a Seventh-
day Adventist missionary like his father, Jan. 
So, he came to Avondale as a mature age 
student from Newbold College in England. He 
had completed his O Levels at Stanborough 
School after attending primary, home and 
boarding schools in the Congo, Tanzania and 
Kenya. Hobbies included auto mechanics and 
horology. But Peter’s passion: flying. He would 
graduate with a Bachelor of Arts (Theology) 
and earn his private pilot licence.
A move to Western Australia followed 
graduation before the call came: Homu in 
the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea, 
where Peter directed the training school, 
managed the mission station and become an 
ordained minister. He learned pidgin English 
well enough to preach in the language and 
began to learn the local dialect, too. With wife 
Sherry and three children, Peter would serve 
three years.
Then, at about 9 pm on March 16, 1988, it all 
came to a brutal and abrupt end. Peter went 
outside his home to turn off the school’s power 
generator and was shot in the head. He died in 
the back of his four-wheel drive as Sherry drove 
to the hospital. “Many people gave their hearts 
to Christ after Peter’s death,” says Sherry. “He 
will say the price was worth the reward. But it 
was hard for me to understand why a man who 
had such passion for the mission field and the 
people he worked with and for should die. My 
brother wrote me a song and it says, ‘When we 
see Jesus face to face, then I’ll understand.’”
The class of 1979 honours and remembers 
Peter Knopper for his selfless missionary 
spirit.—Brenton Stacey
Peter Knopper
A renewal of gratitude is one of Dr Carolyn 
Rickett’s daily goals. She returns to a reflection 
from poet Marg Piercy: “Bless whatever you 
can/ with eyes and hands and tongue. If you/ 
can’t bless it, get ready to make it new” (“The 
Art of Blessing the Day”).
Now Associate Dean (Research) at Avondale, 
Rickett is a recipient of an Australian Learning 
and Teaching Council citation for empowering 
students to create and make new. Her part 
in what is a celebratory process sees students 
begin with blank pages and become published 
writers—a series of anthologies co-edited by 
Rickett feature the students’ poems alongside 
those by leading Australian poets. “To open 
thinking to transformational possibilities 
provides one of the great joys for an educator.”
Coordinating the New Leaves writing project 
where people experiencing life-threatening 
illnesses find expression and connection 
through writing poetry led to a volunteer 
healthcare chaplaincy role for Rickett at 
Sydney Adventist Hospital. Her doctoral work 
with The University of Sydney found writing 
autobiographically about illness challenges 
culturally reductive readings of the sick as 
medicalised, marginalised or stigmatised. 
“Stories provide refuge and strength and 
affirm our lives are ‘innately meaningful.’”
Rickett names her parents—the “cheer 
squad” who would play hours of tennis with 
their daughter—as representing “the best of 
humanity to me, what it means to live and love 
from an ethic of care for each other.”
The class of 1989 honours Dr Carolyn Rickett 
for sharing an authentic Christianity centred on 
“engaged compassion.”—Brenton Stacey
Carolyn Rickett
19981979 891979
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Triple graduate Anne Thorneycroft’s life path 
has focused on fostering resilience in students. 
Although Anne didn’t complete high school, 
questioning her capacity to learn, she held 
onto God, going onto complete her diploma 
of teaching and bachelor and master’s degrees, 
both in education, from Avondale between 
1991 and 2012.
 
Early in her studies at a time where she needed 
healing, Avondale offered professional care 
and personal repair as she studied and raised a 
daughter on her own.
Anne was the sole charge primary teacher at 
the International School at the then Pacific 
Adventist College in Papua New Guinea and 
Oxford Christian Primary School in Geelong. 
She invested many years bringing out the 
best in her students at Warburton Christian 
School before it closed, and Edinburgh College 
as teacher, deputy principal, curriculum 
coordinator and learning support officer.
During professional and personal challenges, 
Anne has supported students and teachers 
academically and emotionally. Colleagues 
describe Anne as dependable, supportive and 
genuine in her care for other people.
Anne has two “amazing children and a 
fantastic husband” plus a small home zoo of 
cats, birds, a lizard, fish and dogs. Among her 
hobbies of painting and drawing, she has also 
written and published a children’s book. She 
loves learning and continues to gain new skills 
to use in the school environment.
 
The class of 1999 honours Anne Thorneycroft 
for her faithful dedication to God, students, her 
family and life.—Rachel Humphries
Anne Thorneycroft
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ADAMS Rodney
AGAFONDU Allanah
BEATY Bud
BEATY Carol-Ann
BEATY Harry
BILLINGS Leoni
BOTTING Gordon
BREWIN Peter
BUTLER Dianne
BUTLER Inge-Lise
BUTLER Terry
CAIN David
CAMPS Douglas
CAMPS Douglas
CARLSEN Norman
CHAMBERLAIN 
Michael
CHESHER Lydia
CLEVERDON Beverley
COLE Robert
COVER Gail
DEAN Barry
DRISCOLL Linda
DUBYNA Joseph (Roy)
GAZSIK Sandor
GIBBS Russell
GILMORE Byron
GLASS Beverley
GOODS Ivan
GORDON Darleen
GOSLING Bernard
HALL Glenise
HARTLEY Roger
HAWKINS Vronne
HEARN Nina
HEATON Jillian
HEISE Gaylene
HEISE Lyell
HISCOX Eileen
HOWSE Kevin
JOHANSON Nerida
JUDGE Merlene
KALLIO Teuvo
KEITLEY John
1959
1969
1949
BALLARD Beth
ANDREWS Bryce
ARTHUR Errol
BAILEY Kelvin
BAIRD Ronald
BASKIN John
BERNOTH Bert
BOWERS Evelyn Jo
BOWERS Roxford
BROWN Cyril
BULLOCK Alan
BURGESS Ethel
BUTLER Corine
CHAPMAN Ronald
CHERRY James
CHRISTIAN Heather
CONLEY George
CRAIG Gordon
EAGER Ronald
EDGEWORTH Priscilla
EDWARDS Betty
ENGLERT Eileen
FLETCHER Austin
FLETCHER Elaine
HANKINSON-CROSS 
Shirley
HARPER Beryl
HEATON Leslie
HEATON Oswald
HEISE Gordon
HELSBY Geoffrey
HUBBER Beryl
IRVINE Moira
JAMIESON Barbara
KENT Deryck
KENT Rhoda
LANG Lynn
LAWRENCE Ray
LONG Edward
LONGLEY Eunice
LOUISA James
LOWE Alex
MCCARTNEY 
Daphne
MITCHELL Ross
MOORE Elaine
MURRAY Ralph
PASCOE Marjorie
PEACOCK Maureen
PEARCE Frank
PEGLER Ruby
REEVES John
RICHARDSON John
ROBE Arnold
ROBINSON Eric
ROGERS Earle
RUSSELL John
SCHUBERT Olwyn
SCHULTZ Raymond
SCIFLEET Fae
SHEPPARD Dorothy
STANLEY Ruth
SUTCLIFFE David
TOEPFER Elaine
TOLHURST Dorothy
TOWNEND Max
TRIM Joyce
WATSON Meryl
WERE Ivan
WILLIAMS Ivy
BROWN Denise
BUTLER Allan
CHAN Charles
COLE Noreen
GROSSER Eugene
HALL Helen
HALL Peter
HARKER Harold
HEAD Dawn
HEDGES Allan
HEGGIE Ronald
HENDERSON Helga
HILL Enid
HUGHES Janita
HUTAURUK Jan
JOHNSON Arthur
JOHNSSON Noeline
JOHNSSON William
KILROY Malcolm
KURESA Meki
LAM Dorothy
LAWSON Neil
LEE Belton
MCCUBBIN James
MOORE Kevin
MORRISON Keith
NAPITUPULU 
Immanuel
O’HARA Alexander
PARKER Edmund
PARKER Lewis
PASCOE Doreen
PENG Bruce
POHAN Francis
RENWICK Maureen
RICHARDSON Mark
RIPPON Barton
ROBARTSON Ruth
SHELFORD Myrtle
SKINNER Garnet
SMITH Raymond
SWAINE Pauline
TANG Hanon
TAYLOR Barry
TINWORTH Allan
TURNER Denise
VAUGHAN Coral
WARD John
WATT John
WATTS Delmae
WHEELER Brian
Jacaranda
1949 1959
1969 1979
1989 1999
2009
Roll call Homecoming
KILCHESTER Marion
KINGDON Eric
KINGDON Robert
KOOYMAN Yvonne
KRIEG Bernice
LEE Pak
LIS Cheryl
LITSTER Carolyn
LLOYD Jo
LYNN Colin
MACGILLIVRAY Jillian
MACKAY Marilyn
MAHER Rhonda
MARSHALL Coleen
MCHARG Winston
MCHUGH Terence
MOLTEDO Lorraine
MONSON Carolyn
OVERY Leonard
PAUNER Harold
PENG Jerry
PENGILLEY Maxwell
PINCHIN Colleen
PRESNALL Nola
PRIESTLEY Carol
QUICK David
QUICK Evelyn
RAYMER Peter
RAYMOND Michael
RAYNER Teresa
REYE Dennis
ROBERTSON Angela
ROBERTSON Douglas
RODGERS David
ROGERSON Glennys
RUTTER Carol
SAVAGE Helen
SCHULTZ Carol
SCHULZ Helen
SCHYSOHOW 
Bronwen
SIMPSON Judy
SMITH Neville
SONG Raphael
SPAIN Lyn
STILES Lorraine
SWAINE Catherine
TAME Dennis
THOMPSON Bruce
THORESEN Alveen
TRURAN Lynette
TWINE Kay
WALKER Sandra
WALMSLEY Ross
WARD Phil
WEARE Joy
WEBB Judith
WEBSTER Errol
WEBSTER Ruth
WEBSTER Wendell
WEBSTER William
WEGENER Graham
WERE Donald
WILKIE Delia
WILLIS Rosemary
WILLMOT Yvonne
1979
ALEXANDER Peter
ANSELL Peter
ARCHER Ronald
ARMSTRONG Denise
ARTHUR David
BALFOUR Anthony
BARNETT Carolyn
BASKIN Peter
BELSON Elaine
BERNOTH Malcolm
BIDMEAD Barrie
BODDEY Chris
BORGAS Trevor
BOWEN Kathryn
BOWERS Nerida
BRITTEN Susan
BROWNING Diane
BULTITUDE Brian
BUSHELL Alice
BUTCHER Lyndon
BUTLER Grant
CAMPBELL Kenneth
CATTS Deanne
CHADWICK Ross
CHAPMAN Linda
CHAPPLE Katrina
CHILCOTT Lloyd
CHISHOLM Jill
CHRISTIAN Gary
CLUA Jose
COBBIN Kendall
COLE Heather
COLLARD Grahame
COTTIER Jacqueline
COURTNEY Julie
DAY Ronald
DEHN Sallyanne
DICKINS Kelvin
DOBLE Helen
DOBSON Paul
DOWN Edward
DUNNE Paul
EASTHOPE David
ELLIS Stephen
EWING Lea-Anne
FARQUHARSON Len
FERGUSSON Philip
FINDLAY Debbie
FORD Bronwyn
FOX Linley
FRASER Coralie
GAY Donald
GILLIES Graeme
GILLIES Julie
GLOVER Ruth
GODFREY Keith
GOODS Janita
GREDIG Philip
GREENLAND Gary
GREENWOOD Narelle
GULJAS Tibor
HAIGH Glenice
HALLIDAY Harold
HANCOCK Terry
HANSEN Wendy
HARNETT Adrienne
HARWOOD Judith
HAUCK Peter
HEAD Graham
HEAGNEY John
HEISE Elizabeth
HERBERT Shane
HOLLEY Diane
HOLTON Anne
HOUGH Christopher
HOSEA Tereapii
HUNT Gregory
JACKSON Deane
JACKSON John
JAMES Cheryl
JONES Calvin
JUDD Susan
JUDD Yvonne
KENT Gary
KENT Geoffrey
KENT Robyn
KING Keryn
KITE Lesieli
KNOPPER Peter
KRAUSE Rod
KURKA Kerrie
LANCASTER Ian
LANDALL-KNOX 
Soraya
LAWRENCE John
LESA Kisa
LINDBECK Alwyn
LITSTER Jenny
MACFARLANE Jillian
MAGUIRE Ann-Maree
MANDY Margaret
MARCINIAK Adele
MARTIN John
MATTHEWS Virginia
MAY Graham
MAZZAFERRI Fred
MCCLINTOCK David
MCKAY Michele
MCKAY Ruth
MERCURIO Joanne
MICKAN Hedley
MILLIST Roger
MITCHELL Grant
MOODIE Sheree
MOWBRAY Anthony
MOWBRAY Philip
MUNRO Susanne
MURRAY John
MURRAY Karen
NORMAN Beverley
O’MALLEY John
OEMCKE Brian
PAGE-DHU David
PENGILLEY Afrodita
PENMAN Rosa
PHILLIPS Anthony
PHILLIPS Lornabell
PIGNATRO Susan
PITT Heather
PITT Roger
POELS Yvonne
POINTON Charles
POLAND Leanne
POSSINGHAM Mark
PRIDGEON Andrea
PRIOR Karen
Roll call Homecoming
ACKLAND, Nigel
ADAMSON, Owen
AFELE, Sharee
ALLAN, Nicholas
ALLSOP, Sheree,
ASHBY, Jacqueline
BAILEY, Debra 
BANKS, Dean
BARRINGTON, Cathy
BARNETT, Murray
BARTER, Jodie
BARTLETT, Maylor
BENNETTS, Dean
BENNETTS, Tracey
BEXON, Louise
BINET, Carolynne
BIRNEY, Amanda
BLANCH, Patricia
BOARDMAN, Anna
BRADFORD, Lorin
BRADSHAW, Julie
BRAIDWOOD, Arch
BRIDGES, Lara
BROWNE, Deborah
BURTON, Adam
CAMERON, Kathryn
CARRALL, Leanne
CARRASCO, Adrielle
CARRASCO, Danny
CARRICK, Sherida
CARTAN, Jodie
CARTISANO, 
Guiseppe
CASSIE, Linelle
CASTILLO, Yvonne
CHAN, Calvin
CHARLESON, Peter
CHATMAN, 
Charmaine
CHATMAN, Lindon
CHRISTENSEN, 
Angela
CHRISTENSEN, 
Catherine
CHUGG, Michael
CLARK, Colin
CLARKE, Debra
CLARKE, Suzanna
COLE, Julie-Ann
CONNOLLY, Peter
COOMBS, Paul
CORTAVILLE, Alex
CORTES, Naomi
COSIER, Barry
COTTIER, Michelle
CRACKNELL, 
Simmone
DAVIDSON, Ronald
DAVIS, Craig
DAVIS, Crip
DEANSHAW, Rohan
DEED, Amanda
DENOVAN, Donna
DEPPELER, Sue
DESPOIS, Harley
DICKENS, Mitchell
DICKINS, Kelvin
DICKSON, Jennine
DOBSON, Merilyn
DOBSON, Neroli
DODDS, Lloyd
DOSE, John
DUMITRACHE, Sabin
DUMITRACHE, Fiona
DUNCAN, Garry
DYSON, Kerryn
ELLISON, Rob
ERIKA, Etuati
ESAU, Jodie
EVANS, Lorrelle
EVAUX, Claire
FAULL, Gary
FAULL, Nerolie
FELSCH, Darlene
FERRIS, Cathyanne
FINCH, Annette
FITZCLARENCE, 
Andrea
FITZGIBBON, Justin
FLINT, Tracey
FONTALVO, Brigette
FORRESTER, Elizabeth
FOSTER, Maree
FRASER, Garry
FRENCH, Andrew
GALLOP, Nicola
GILLARD, Wendy  
GODBER, Des
GOLTZ, Paul William
GOSLING, Andrew
GOODS, Steven 
GRACIE, Tabatha
GRAOVAC, Beverley
GRAY, James 
GROSSER, Carolyn
GUYER, Sian
HALLIDAY, Amanda
HARDERS, Jodie
HARKER, Jennifer
HARLEY, Heather
HARROLD, Jenine
HASSEN, Linda
HASSEN, Warren
HAWKEN, 
Christopher
HAWKINS, Kristi
HAYES, Marilyn
HEADLEY, Narelle
HEISE, Bruce
HINZE, Wendy
HOBBS, Lynne
HOBSON, Theresa
HORT, Alastair
HORT, Dawn
HORTON, Narelle
HUGHES, Karen
HUGHES, Bronwyn
HUNTER, Wendy
HYLAND, Neroli
IBBOTT, Samantha
JACKSON, Greer
JACOB, Darren
JACOB, Elisabeth
JANKIEWICZ, Darius
JOHNSON, Kellie
JONES, Stephen
JONES, Timothy
KADAREANU, David
KENT, John
KING, Nerolie
KINGSTON, John
KRIEG, Michael
KROSS, Cherie
KUCH, Faye
LADLOW, Carol
LAM, Candy
LAM, Susan
LAUDER, Karen
LAUDER, Natalie
LAWSON, Sonya
LE ROSSINGNOL, 
Corilda
LEE, Wendy
LILLIOJA, Michael
LINDBECK, Meredith
LINDBECK, Warwick
LIVINGSTON, Carol
LOCKYER, Kathryn
LOTT, Candy
MANCER, Bill
MANGNALL, Linda
MARSHALL, Nerolie
MARTIN, Lester
MATHEWS, Leanne
MATTHEWS, Shelley
MAYWALD-REDMAN, 
Shellene
MCCLURE, Fiona
MCFAULL, Dean
MCGRATH, Denise
MCKAY, Morag
MCLEAN, Patrina
MCTERNAN, Tim
MORIARTY, Nigel
MORTON, Leisa
MORTON, Lisa
MULLER, Patricia
MUNRO, Maree
MURRAY-GOODS, 
Denise
MURRAY, Grant
MURRAY, Jacqueline
NASH, Wynette
NEMESTOTHY, 
Eugenia
NGUYEN, Amelia
NORTH, Andrew
OLSEN, Karen
PANG, Lynette
PARMENTER, Robert
PEARCE, Laura
PEDROLA, Craig
PENNYCAD, Rachel
PHILLIPS, Anthony
PINK, Sharon
PORDAGE, Annette
PORTER, Calvin
POTTER, David
POWRIE, Kathryn
PRATT, Loren
PRITCHARD, Sharon
RATH, Janine
REICHEL, Ellen
RICKETT, Carolyn
RINGROSE, Glyndyn
ROBERTS, Diane
ROBERTS, Sharon
ROBY, Lisa
ROGERS, Marcele
ROSENBERG, 
Suzanne
ROSENHAIN, Susan
ROY, Denise
ROY, James
RUTENE, Calvin
RUTHVEN, Janelle
RYAN, Tania
SAVAGE, Leonie
SCHULZ, Helen
SCOTTON, Michelle
SCOTTON, Ralph
SHAW, John
SHIELDS, Leanne
SIMPSON, Linda
SMEDLEY, Dale
SMITH, John
SMITH, Karen
SMITH, Nola
SOMERVELL, Helina
SONTER, Cheryl
SOUTHWELL, Donna-
Maree
STANLEY, Gaye
STANTON, Karelle
1989
PROBERT Allan
RADFORD Neil
RAWSON Ruth
REYNAUD Daniel
RICHARDSON Roy
RICHARDSON 
Stewart
RIF Sune
ROACH Ronald
ROBE Robert
ROBERTS Coralee
ROGERS Marcele
ROOBOTTOM Gary
ROWE Russell
RUSHTON Robert
SCHULTZ Debra
SCRITCHLEY James
SHICK Jack
SIMON Gabriella
SIMPSON Jacquelin
SLEIGHT Stephen
SLEIGHT Lindsay
SMITH Andrea
SMITH Daniel
SMITH Dianne
SMITH Shane
SONTER Ian
SPARKS Athol
STEED Loisia
STEED Robert
STOJANOVIC Peter
STRAHAN Sally
SUMMERSELL 
Catherine
SUSSENBACH Heinz
SUTEDJA Veronica
SWART Angelique
SYDENHAM Glenda
TALTY Rouvea Fiona
TAYLOR Janine
THIELE Jillian
THOMPSON Wayne
THORLEY Blanca
THORLEY Warren
THORPE Keryl
TOMPSON David
TONKIN Judeth
TRESSLER David
TRESSLER Margaret
TRETHEWAY Edward
TURNER Sharon
VOGEL Debbie
WADD Bruce
WADD Sheree
WALDRON Robyn
WALKER Jennifer
WASON Noel
WATERHOUSE 
Debbie
WEBB Roger
WEIR Leanne
WEMYSS Linda
WEMYSS William
WHYTE Medgee
WIGHT Lynette
WIGHT William
WILLIAMSON Clare
WILSON Linda
WIND Shirley
WOOD Karen
ZASKA Karyn
Roll call Homecoming
STELEY, Jennifer
STEPHENS, Sarai
STUART, Kym
TASKER, Carol
TASKER, Eugene
TAUFA, Taniela
TAYLOR, Stephen
THOMAS, Jennifer
THOMPSON, Linda
THRIFT, Karen
TO, Jasmine
TODD, Kathryn
TODD, Kevin
TOOBY, Yvette-Karen
TUAOI, Lea-Anne
TUCKER, Jane
TURNER, Anna
TURNER, Michelle
URQUHART, Melissa
VAN DONGEN, Grant
VOLLRATH, Lorna
WADDELL, Sandra
WALKER, Karen
WALKER, Robert
WARD, Martin
WATSON, Karen
WATTS, Sonya
WAY, Gary
WAY, Ritchie
WEBSTER, Ruth
WELCH, Nita
WESTERINK, Jansje
WESTERINK, Wynard
WESTERLINK, Robert
WHYTE, Lara
WIND, Shirley
WINDUS, Melanie
WIWSYK, Pam
WOJNAR, Irene
WOLD, Stephen
WOOD, Kingsley
WOOLLASTON, 
Michael
WOOLLEY, Darryn
WYNSTRA, Kylie
YATES, Tanya
ZOLCINSKI, Janette
AH SIU Jedidiah
ALOTA Rhona-Beth
AMBROSE Eleanor
AMUIMUIA Musu
ANDERSON Jacob
ANDERSON Marvin
ARNOLD Sheree
AULD Wendy
BARLOW Nathasha
BATES Andrew
BATTERHAM Felicity
BEVERIDGE Lisa
BEYERS Leonie
BOOTH Joleen
BORGAS Elizabeth
BORODY Jason
BRINSMEAD Juanita
BROWN Trisha
BRUDERLIN Joanne
BUCHANAN Sarah
BULTITUDE Toni
CACHATOOR 
Catherine
CANAVAN Emma
CAREY Charlotte
CATTON Lucille
CHANDLER Kylie
CHAPMAN Christoph
CHAPMAN Hayley
CHAPMAN Keryn
CHARLTON Rohan
CHERRY Kyla
CHI Pey Ying
CLARK Alan
CLEARWATER Pamela
COX Kirsty
COX Tamara
CRACKNELL Janelle
CRAIG Janelle
CROFT Kathryn
CROOKWELL 
Katherine
CULLINAN Anthony
CULLINAN Kylie
DALLA PALMA Sarah
DEAN Barry
DEAN Michelle
DEGENAAR Robbie
DEGENAAR Sebastian
DEN TOOM Kelly
DEVERELL Jennifer
DONCEVIC SEKUL 
Michelle
DUNLOP Joanne
ELLIS Darren
ERIKA Etuati
ESAU Natalie
ESCOBAR AVALOS 
Marcos
EVANS Philip
FAIRFOUL Deane
FAOLUA Dmitri
FEHLBERG Ben
FICKLING Susanne
FIFITA-TOVO Meleofa
FINLAY Michael
FITTOCK Nerida
FORD Naomi
FUSSELL Rochelle
GAVIN Geophrey
GERSBACH Jean
GERZANICS Fiona
GIBBS Michelle
GODDARD Kylie
GRANT Keshena
GREEN Deslie
GREENWELL Richard
HAJDUK Michael
HALL Emily
HAMMOND Felicity
HANSEN Mark
HARRIS Graeme
HILL Nathan
HILL Prudence
HILLIER Semele
HISCOX Vanessa
HOBSON Darryl
JACKSON Neroli
JEFFRIES Craig
JOHNSON Catherine
JOHNSON Julian
JOHNSON Keith
JOHNSTON Kelverne
JOHNSTON Kelverne
JONES Renee
JOSEPH Jean
JOSEPH Justin
JUDD Vanese
KAMA John
KINGSTON Rebecca
KUZNIARSKI Arthur
KUZNIARSKI Kyla
LAWRENCE Marie
LEDDIN Anne-Marie
LEISTRA Melissa
LEVETT Leisa
LEWIS Rochelle
LINDSAY Peter
LOMAS Daimien
LOTAWA Ledua
LUKE K Martin
MALAU Paulus
MANU Limoni
MARTIN Simon
MASTERS Hayley
MAZZAFERRI Stuart
MCPAUL Delwyn
MCTERNAN Nicola
MEDDICK Rebecca
MEZA Karena
MORTON Jason
MOULDER Kerren
O’BRIAN Kerrie
O’KEEFE Tim
OLIVER Randall
OPA Daniel
ORMSBY Jacob
PARKIN Brentyn
PATTERSON Maree
PEARSE Karlene
PEARSON Kate
PENG Benjamin
PHIPPS Jennifer
PIERCEY Joshua
POPE Meredith
PULLMAN Belinda
PUREA Paul
PURINS Matthew
RALPH Bradley
RAYNER Angela
READ Fiona
ROBB Cindy
ROBERTS Damon
ROGERS Terry
ROLLO Peter
ROSENDAHL 
Bronwyn
ROUT Glenys
SERVICE Melanie
SHEARER Karen
SHELTON Timothy
SHORT Jennifer
SINGER Sherrilyn
SKRZYPASZEK John
SKRZYPASZEK John
SLADE Ashley
SMITH Tenille
SPAIN Jay
SPARKS Jillian
SREDOJEVIC Salele
STANTON Karyn
STANTON Philip
STATHI Elizabeth
STONE Danielle
STONE Lyndal
STRONG Alicia
SUCHANEK Esther
SUTHERLAND 
Hannah
TAGAI Maryanne
TAMS Jacobus
TEAUPA Lilieta
TEAUPA Sitiveni
TESESE Iosefa
THOMSON Joanne
THORNEYCROFT 
Anne
TODD Richard
TOMPSON Heidi
TOPPERWIEN Debra
TOWNEND Brett
TURNER Mark
VAN BALLEGOOYE 
Dwight
WALKER Claire
WALKER Keren
WANTLING Sharon
WARD Margaret
WARD William
WATSON Steven
WEDDELL Davina
WELLS Jennifer
WESLAKE Julie
WESTACOTT Susan
WILLIAMS Erin
WILLIAMSON Lisa
WILSON Brendan
YATES Philip
YOUNG Ashley
ZASKA Teresa
1999
2009
AHUJA Neena
AMADOR Carlos
ANGELO Amy 
APPADOO Jennifer
ARCHER Amelia
ASA Benjamin
ATKINS Bethany
ATKINSON Lauren
AUGUSTINEN Janet
BAKER Kate
BANUAG Vivienne
BARKER David 
BARRATT Tegan
BAYETA Schuyler
BEECROFT Jodie
BEKEI Jekope
BENARD Amelia
BENEKE Lee
BENNETT Amy 
BINETTE Sonia
BINSKIN Lynda
BJORNSSON Emma
BLACK Shae
BLACK Tarni
Roll call Homecoming
BLANCH Sarah
BLYDE Jodi
BONE Justin
BOULTON Lance
BRAVEN David
BROADFOOT Karen
BROWN Kim
BROWN Daniela
BROWN Kandas
BROWN Lauren
BRYANT Elyse
BUCHAN Peter
BUCKLEY Alysse
BURLEY Ryan
BUTCHER Angie
CALANDRA Jycica
CALCULLI David
CAMPBELL Candice
CAMPBELL Rachel
CANA Renoir
CANGY Ian
CARTER Richard
CHABATA Enita
CHAI Jimmy
CHAPMAN Michael
CHILESHE Fred
CHRISTIAN Beverly
CHUANG Linden
CHUANG Calvin
CINZIO Adam
CLARKE Greta
CLOUGH Carla
COCKING Kasey
CONACHER Dean
COUSENS Eli
CRABTREE James
CRAINEAN Adam
CRAMPTON Sam
CUTAJAR Michelle
D’COSTA Tahlia
D’COSTA Makushla
DA SILVA Diego
DARKO Lyndon
DAVIS Kate
DAVIS Michael
DEEN Ebonee
DENNIS Rozalyn
DENNIS Sarah
DIMITRIOU Rosanna
DOSE Wesley
DRURY Todd
DUNLOP Kirsten
EARLE-PRINGLE Sally
ECKERT Jody
EILER Lisa
ELLIOTT Rebekah
ERCEG Jarred
ESTRADA Melissa
FABELLO Walter
FAGAN Emma
FERRY Ben
FIENBERG Kim
FITZSIMMONS 
Courtney
FOY Joshua
FRASER Andrew
FRASIER  Garry
FREE Claire
FUA Hala
GALANG Jan
GALLEN Luke
GAMUNDOY Erika
GANNELL Rhys
GARDNER Levi
GEE Shayley
GHIMIRE Bandana
GODFREY Anne-
Marie
GOLDSMITH Marvin
GOLDSMITH Emma
GOLDSMITH Alena
GONZALEZ Eliezer
GOODEN Cecily
GOSLING Tim
GREEN Kent
GREEN Angie
GREIVE Tessa
GRICE Christie-Lee
GROVE Marissa
GROVES Darryl
HALL Sara
HAMILTON Natalie
HAMILTON Wendy
HAREBOTTLE Gayle
HAWKINS Jacqui
HEIKKONEN Kristy
HENDRICKS Bevan
HERGENHAN Rick
HIZOKE Zuzai
HOLLAND  Melanie
HOLSTEIN Andrew
HONDO Hellen
HOOPER Cameron
HOWARD Kristen
HUDSON Jemimah
HUNTER Bec
HUTANU Nicoleta
JAVAR Jennylyn
JOHNSTON Kelly
KABLE Kathryn
KEI Juliet
KELLOWAY Jared
KEYES Grant
KIMBERLEY Kylie-Ann
KING Lachlan
KINGSTON Kent
KINGSTON Miriam
KNOPPER Sam
KRAL Erik
KUSANGAYA 
Nyaradzo
LAFAELE Saifoloi
LAWRENCE Lyndelle
LEE Linley
LEITABU Lusi
LEULUAI Brian
LITTLEJOHNS Kate
LLOYD-WARD Jaimes
LOLOHEA Pierre
LOLOHEA Robina
LOMBARDO Ana
LOPEZ Natalie
LOVEMORE-HOPE 
Joan
LUCAS Edward
LYNCH Stacey
LYNCH Johanna
MAAE Folaulagima 
MACAULEY Chris
MACKAY Kristin
MACKILLOP Rachel
MAGAITIS Steven
MANJORO Rumbi
MANNERS Travis
MANOA Dwayne
MANSFIELD Hannah
MARIRI Tura
MARTIN Kylie-Ann
MARTIN Andy
MASSEY Aaron
MATTNER Paul
MAYTOM Caroline
MCCLOGHRY 
Monique 
MCELEVEY Shane
MCINTOSH Kylie
MCNEILL Mark
MEE Sarah
MENDRECKI Sylvia
MENZIES Imogen
MERCHANT Jess
MEZA Malvinas
MILLER Helen
MINNS Kyla
MITCHELL Rebecca
MOALA Catherine
MODISADIFE Pauline
MOHR Talai
MOODLEY Lynette
MORGAN Robby
MORKOS Sameh
MUIR Anita
MUIRHEAD Charles
MUKAR Danee
MULVANY Dana
NEALE Harry
NEIRINCKX Alysia
NESI Sam
NJOROGE Joseph
NORMAN James
NORMAN Teyana
O’CONNOR Dallas
OATES Joel
WHITWORTH Michael
ORMSBY Angela
OSTRING Elizabeth
PAGE Katherine
PALESO’O Sigila
PANTON Ashlee
PARK Hyun
PARMENTER Matt
PATEL Patrice
PATRICK Sally
PEARSON Kim
PETER Rodney
POMAT Melinda
POTTS  Matthew
PRAESTIIN Krystle
PRICE Christel
PURCELL Jessamy
RAJ Britney
RATU Alexis
REID Kathryn
RICHARDSON 
Clayton
RIGGINS Clark
RIXON Aimee
ROBBIE Kaylee
ROBERTS Autumn
ROBINSON Lucas
ROBINSON Brittany
ROBINSON Tereen
ROGERS Melissa
ROGERS Cameron
ROSSI Julia
SALES  Nerilza
SALT Dani
SAMPSON Keira
SAMPSON Mark
SANDERSON Tanya 
SARAFOV Belinda
SARAFOV Tagen
SAUNDERS Rod
SAWYER  Warwick
SCALE Ursula
SCHEERMEIJER 
Andrew
SCHEERMEIJER Dean
SCHMIDT Anneke
SCHOFIELD Kate
SCHUBERT Melanie
SCHWARZE 
Stephanie
SCOTT Natt
SCOTT Jacqueline
SHERIDAN Geoffrey
SHIELDS Kenton
SHOTTER Lynelle
SIMONSZ Minelle
SIMPSON Lisa
SIMPSON Bec
SKINNER Darren
SMAILES Brienna
SMART Taylah
SMITH Joshua
SMITH Taryn
SOUTHEY Catriona
ST MART Jamie
STANTON Robert
STEINMANN Janna
SUNDARALINGAM 
Emma
SWANEPOEL Charissa
TAAVILI Ramona
TALEMAITOGA Joe
TAMANO Christina
TASKER James
TATE Bek
TAYLOR Crystal
TEKEU Ngavaine
THOMASON Danielle
THOMPSON Caroline
THOMPSON Nicky
TIAON-IENTAKE 
Aketa
TIERNEY Elyse
TIPPLE Anthony
TOWNEND Ronald
TRANTER Bree
TURNER  Litiana
TYRIE Melea
UHILA Sekope
VACILOA Peni
VAIFALE Vitolio
VENTER Maretha
VITU Lloyd
VULA Talia
WARD Jessica
WARD Ewan
WATSON Daniel
WEBSTER Maclaren
WESLAKE  Emma
WHALE Timothy
WHELAN-LITTLE Mary
WHITE Andrew
WHITELAW William
WILLIS Michelle
WILLMOT Emma
WILSON Michael 
WILTSHIRE Karen
WINCHCOMBE Paul
WINSLEY Ike
WONG Ambrose
WRANKMORE 
Matthew
WYNNE Samantha
YEATES Carmel
YOUNG Jessica
ZENTENO Nicolas
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LAKE MACQUARIE CAMPUS MAP
A Chan Shun Auditorium .......D12
ABS Avondale Business School ... P14
ADM  Administration  ......................K9
AEC Admission Enquiry Centre ...K11
AH  Andre Hall ............................... J8
AHC Adventist Heritage Centre ...K13
AHW Alumni Heritage Walk .......... I10
AMP Alumni Memorial 
 Prayer Garden ..................... G10
AO Academic Office ..................K10
B Biology .................................R10
BA Brandstater Amphitheatre ....F12
BH Bethel Hall .............................H9
BK Bookshop  ............................. E7
C  College Hall .........................H12
CAF  Cafeteria ................................ E8
CC  Avondale College Seventh-day 
 Adventist Church..................M8
CH Chemistry Building ................ R9
CR Café Rejuve .........................N10
DE  Distance Education ................Q4
E Education Building ............. Q11
EB Ella Boyd Hall .........................G6
EH Education Hall .................... Q10
FL FitLife .....................................D6
FLP FitLife Pool .............................C7
GH Greer Hall............................ G13
HFC Jim Hanson Fitness Centre ..C10
IH Institute House ......................N5
IOW Institute of Worship ...............N5
JFG Joanne Felk Gallery ..............D12
L Avondale Libraries ...............K13
LC Ladies Chapel ........................K6
LT Lecture Theatres 1 & 2 .........L13
M Physics & Mathematics .......... S7
ME Media House ........................M5
MH Music Hall ........................... G10
NU Nursing .................................. T6
R Reception...............................K9
SF Student Finance ...................K10
SS Student Services ..................H12
TC Tennis Courts .......................B17
T Turner Building .....................L11
W Ellen G White  
 Memorial Building ...............K12
WH Watson Hall .........................H15
WLT Watson Hall 
 Lecture Theatre  .................. G15
WR Ellen G White Seventh-day 
 Adventist Research Centre ..K13
ENTRANCEBoom gates
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P1
VISITORS
P2
STAFF
P4
STAFF
P3
STAFF
P5
STAFF
P8
ANDRE
P9
FITLIFE
P8
ELLA
P6
STAFF
P7
WATSON
P7
WATSON
1
2
3
4
5
6
1940s
43/22 Alton Rd, Cooranbong
1960s
Ella Hughes Chapel
1970s
College Hall
1980s
Cafe Rejuve then Avondale Libraries
1990s and 2000s
Cafe Rejuve
6
4
5
3
21
Map Homecoming
1950s
Kressville Activities Centre
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Power to think and do: it’s a gift from the Creator. Seventh-day Adventist Church 
pioneer Ellen White makes the statement to encourage us to explore and to engage 
(Education, p. 17). Giving to Avondale College of Higher Education through its 
Think&Do campaign demonstrates your support for her philosophy.
Journey with us as we accept the challenge of developing quality infrastructure. 
Your donation will help us complete refurbishment of a contemporary hub for new 
and prospective students. Donations above $2 are tax deductible in Australia.
Homecoming Offering, August 24
avondale.edu.au/egiving
avondale.edu.au/giving
It’s (almost) done!
New and prospective students will benefit 
from the refurbishment and renaming of the 
former Administration Building. Now home to 
admissions, the academic office and student 
finance, with reception and business office 
sharing the space, too, the Student Administration 
Services Building is a one-stop-shop for our most 
important clients. Your donation will help make 
this building look its best, presenting a clean and 
modern welcome feel.
&DOThink
A JOURNEY THROUGH GIVING WITH AVONDALE
